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This contract funded a study of geolannetic pulsations. the lowest frequency waves

which occur naturally in the Earths magucto-phere. The study ued as it- primary data

%-or,',. the AFGL Magnetometer Network which recorded midlatit ud aid ulhauroral mag-

n,,tic variations continuously for six years. so obtaining an extremely valuable data Se. li

addition to this data. we used data from a variety of geostationary arid other spacecraft to

provide li situ magnetospheric measurements. The major aim of the study was to develop

Pi2 pulsations which occur at substorni onset, as monitors and locators of nmagneto-,pheric

activity. Other aims of the study were to study the higher frequency types of continuous

pl'at ion which are believed to be generated via ion cyclotron resonance in the radiation

),.It. a ,d to dcvclol, data lianagenileit and analysis software. These latter aims were in

prf,.paration for Ow lip-coniing ( R R ES mni-,ion.

\\' first -,hi-,.d that the miii ilatitude Pi are a reliable indicator of ul),tormi'- and

that their polariation pattern provides a good method of finding the local tinie of the

miain activity of a particular substorm. For small isolated substormns the center of the

lpolari/alion pattern and the center of the midlatitude geomagnetic hay patt.rn produced

biy the dc substorm currents, coincide. but during more di-turbed intrvals this is not

alway, true, as consecutive bays are not well separated from one another. Next we made

tis of the midlatitude signatures to lpatially relate the other various signatures of substorm

oiet viien at geosynchronous orbit and in the auroral zone. We found that the main auroral

,,lirg(' fortms about an hour west of the center of the Pi2 polarization pattern and that the

I, -iwl'ide at which the surge fornis separate, the region of space near geosyiichronou,

orbhit %% here the geomagnetic field becomes mirore dipolar fromi that where it becomes more

taillike. The region where an intense broadband burst of iagnetic noise is observed at

geosy ' nchronous orbit is typically only an hour wide in local time and is at the same

longitude as the center of the Pi2 polarization pattern center. Thus Pi2s do a good job

of indicating the center of activity of a particular substorni.

In the next section our scientific results and related efforts are described more fully.

The fi ial sect ion of this report provides a li-t of publlicat ions. t rip- iade. and collaborating

,Cif lit -t- a,- %%' 1 a- fi-cal inforinmat iOi
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11. Work Coijdeted

A. Midlatitude Pi2 Signatures

[Main references: Lester et al.. 1984: Gelpi et al.. 1985b]

The systematic variation with longitude of the polarization of Pi2 pulations observed

at midlatitudes plays a central role in much of the research carried out under this contract.

The pattern was made clear by the earlier work of Lester et al. (1983). who showed that

the orientation of the major axis of the polarization ellipse varies with longitude, such

that it points due north at the center of the pattern, successively more to the east with

increasing west longitude and vice versa. Lester et al. also showed that. at lea-st for simple

iolated -ubtoriiis. the center of the polarizaiion pattern coincided with the center of

the geoinagitic bay pattern associated with the main substorm currents, the so called

-ubitorixi currunt wedge (e.g. McPherron et al.. 1973).

A major goal of this contract was to verify and further explore this signature and to

inake ume of the signature to relate spatially a variety of substorm onset signatures. In

mir first paper (Lester et al.. 1984) we extended the earlier work to look at a much larger

range of longitudes than had been used in the initial study. By using the H component

bay ,ignatires as well as the D component ones. we could define thc edges of the current
wedge pattern as well as the center. In this way we cotld examine the polarization structure

near to but outside the longitude range of the current wedge. We found that the pattern
persisted at these greater longiludinal separations hut that there was more scatter in
the data from individual events. Figure 1 shows the individlial polarization patterns of

tle 25 events used in this study. Only one event differs significantly from the expected

pattern near the center but the pattern begins to break down niore frequently at longitudes
furtier fromt the center. This work verified that midlatitude Pi2 polarization patterns are

l,,,t ordered in longitude by a longitude coordinate system based on the sul)storm bay

-igit ure. mld that the polarization pattern itself can be used to htermine the local time

of a particilar -tub.storni. and probably more reliably than the ic current signattires during

m ior' active Hiturval-.

.lidhtilild" Pi2 :'I!-atimi- ar 1,rcdomiatlly leftlind p(ariteld and their apparnt

l~ ui,, ~'ii, i a 1,h a-" '.,lix~ i- pr,'h IImia l vk .I w. ard aril h rigol h atided polarizaiion,.

adld c.a-tward pha.e vlocity are both v.vii. prirhap- in P' of all ca-,- (cf. Figure 1). In

al)(Ither paper I( elpi et al.. 19851) w. i livei gat ud wit." hl,,v pr i rti,es were related.

- 5 5* S S W ~ W ' * * *' ~ . '. ' ' t. . 'i'2,



and examined in detail the relatioimhip between wave polarization and the phase difference

in the Pi2 signal observed betwe,'n adjacent northern stations of the AFGL Magnetometer

Network. We found that there was a strong correlation between the sign of the longitudinal

phase velocity and the sense of polarization of Pi2's; westward propagating waves are

lefthanded and vice versa. Furthermore we found that the east-west phase differences

derived from the H and D components of Pi2 signals differed. but that the differences were

correlated with the orientation of the polarization ellipse or polarization azimuth of the Pi2.

Near the center of the polarization pattern. where the major axe, pointed approximately

north. phase differences derived from the H component were small while those drived from

the D component were larger. The opposite occured near the edges of the pattern where

the polarization ellipses pointed roughly east-west. This is the relationship expected from

a model proposed by Southwood and Hughes (1985) (see Section D). who showed that

the ob.,,erved Pi2 polarization pattern could be obtained hy superimposing two traveling

wave signals of equal eas-west wavelength. but traveling in opposite directions and with

diffe,.nt amplitudes (Figure 2).

More theoretical work is clearly needed before we will understand the cause of the mid-

latitude Pi2 polarization pattern, but this work has clearly established the observational

properties of the pattern, and has shown that the observed polarizations and phase differ-

ences are well correlated and self consistant. Even without a theoretical understanding,

we can make use of this well defined signal pattern to order substorm data.

B. Geosyinrhronous Substorri Onset Sigiatures

A.lain references: (elpi et al.. 1985a: Singer el al.. 19851

Ve spent a considerable effort using the mnidlatitude polarization pattern as a tool to

try to order the substorm onset signatures seen by geosynchronous spacecraft. and with

so5 e -,uccess. Two significant publications resulted from this work. one a statistical survey

((;elpi et al.. 1985a) the other a detailed case study (Singer et al.. 1985).

In the statistical study we made use of 18 single and multiple onset substorms which

contained 55 individui-l Pi2 events. The main part of this study made use of magnetometer

dhta from the geo-ynchronnm. -pacecraft (;OE' ? AN lich wa, locred at a longitude between

the AF(;L Magn,'moneter Network -tation, at Rapid ('ity and ('amp Douglas. and data

from thees two station. which are abouit a hour apart in ii iagrict ir local tini'. The (e nt s

wert -jplit into four catagories depending onl rh( polarization, at e two grol ld tations as

3



rail be seen at the bottom of Figure 3. These polarizal oni r.prc-,iit (froii left 1o right) the

sub)tori far from the location of the stations, the substorm centered east of the stations.

the substorm centered between the two stations and the substorin centered west of the two

stations. As the spacecraft was at a longitude between the two stations. the polarizations

also give the location of the spacecraft with respect to the ?aubstorni ce,,ter. We found that

intense magnetic disturbances were only seen at geos'nclronou, orbit when the -uhstorm

was centered between the two ground stations. so was within half an hour in local time of

the spacecraft indicating that the region of large magnetic disturbance is very localised.

In contrast changes in field tilt in the meridional plane occured over a larger spread of

longitudes. However, when the spacecraft was west of the center. only changes to a more

taillike configuration were seen. while when the spacecraft was either near the center or

east of it. only changes to a more dipolar configuration were seen. Thus we showed that

the polarization pattern does order the geo.yiichronous nagnetic signattires, andi that the

region of intense magnetic disturbance is small.

The case study aplroach allows more diverse data s(ts to lbe collected and analysed

together than is possible in a statistical study. This is especially important when studying

a global phenonnmemon such as substorms. In Singer et al. (1985) we investigated a single

sil)-torln using data from three spac(,craft as well as the AFGL Magnetometer Network

data to locate the substorm. The upper part of Figure 4 shows the locations of the

spacecraft with respect to the substorm current wedge as determined from both the bay

and Pi2 signatures from the ground. Two spacecraft. GOES 2 and SCATHA, are within

the wedge while GOES 3 is to the west of it. The lower i)art of the figure shows the tilt and

magnitude of the magnetic field at the three spacecraft. At both GOES 2 and SCATHA

the main field become, more dilolar while Ilarge irregular oscillations also occur. GOES

3. outside the wedge. no oscillations are seen. and the fie]d becomes more taillike. These

results confirm that the findings of the statistical study apply for a single substorm.

C. ('orrelmtioxis with Auroral Iinages and Electrojet Sigiiattires

!.Main references: Hughes and Singer. 1985; Gelpi et al.. 19871

Another very important aspect of our work has been investigating how the midlatitude

-Uih-urm onset signature", are -pat ially related to the auroral zone ,ignaiures. that is the

,,iroral fcat ures thenscve,; and the locat I n, oft lie substoi inl a--oClat( d electrojet currents.

A- a single auroral zone observatory. 1)u it a niagnet r ,i ;n auroral observatory, is able

4
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to record only relatively local currents or aurora while the midlatitude signatures provide

a much more global viewpoint, correlating the midlatitude signature with data front one

or a few auroral zone observatories will not provide much insight. Instead the midlatitude

signatures must be compared with the global auroral zone pattern. This is obtainable in

two ways: the auroral emissions can be imaged from space by a spacecraft. thus providing

a ,ingle view of a large part or even the whole auroral zone. or data from many ground

stations can be brought together to provide a global picture. We have made use of both

approaches.

An opportunity for an initial case study arose from the CDAW 6 workshop (see Section

F). As part of this workshop, data from over a hundred auroral zone and midlatitude

magnetic observatories was collected. merged into a single data set and inverted using

an ioospheric conductivity model to give the pattern of ionospheric currents (Kamide

et al.. 1983). We made use of these results to compare the Pi2 polarization patterns

we ob-.rved on the AF(;L .Magetoineter Network with the location of the auroral zone

c-irr, uts associated with two subltoris. one It riher small isolated ,;ubstorm. the other

a much larger multiple onset substorm. The results are described by Hughes and Singer

(1985). Figure 5 summarises the results from the larger substorm. The five maps show

the ionospheric currents derived from the global array of magnetic observations. The

currents were computed every 5 min and are shown here for 1050 1110 UT. The first map

shows the locations of the AFGL Magnetometer Network stations. Superimposed on the

next four maps are the hodograrus which show the Pi2 polarizations at the stations. By

comparing consecutive maps. one can see that the center of the polarization pattern points

to the region were the current vectors are increasing fastest. The polarizations can change

dramatically in 5 in. but they are responding to changes in the auroral current system.

and do trace where these currents are growing.

Opportunities such as CDAW 6 provided are rare. Our other study linking midlatitude

and auroral signatures made use of the DMSP satellite images of the aurora (Gelpi et al..

1987). We found three cases where a DMSP satellite passed over the North American zone

within minutes of a substorm onset being recorded on the AFGL Magnetometer Network.

For each of these events we obtained in addition data from geosynchronous spacecraft and

auroral zone inagnetomieters in order to try to obtain as complete a picture as possible

of liic-o, molt-. Thu reult, from iih three examples were reiia rkably consistant. and

cOI-itart with or earlier statistical woriK with the geosynchronou- spacecraft. Figure 6

-'it, itiia rip,- , )t -of the I-v\tIt. It i a gIomT'agmI t ic coordinate miap ,owing the location- of

th, AF(.L Magnt ometer Nvtworl. iation-. tlit ailroral obsurvatorie- anid th, footprint, of

5I



tI ie geo-yn I hronous spacec raft fitl iii., relaI i vc i, Ih, aiji-rr t I -,urgf. Iiag,, , I,% h DM\1P

satellite. Also shown are the hodogranr of tlih' Pi? r-r,,r,l,', on hih' A F(L .Magn itcit .r

Network. TLe center of the polarization paltern which is rolocate.I \ith the center of tlii'

hay patttrn. is about 1 hour east of the western edge of tt, Cormbining this rs,,ult

with the geos nchronous results allowed us to draw the tiiagraii iM Figure 7 which show,

the spatial relationships between sub.storni mii-,et signati ur, it! i ,ilatitude at auroral

latitudes and at geosynchronous orbit. Th, wes rn edge of the airora] surge. A'hIh forni,

about an hour west of the center of the midlatitude Fi2 plari/at i, , and ba% patterns.

corresponds at geosynchronous orbit to the boundary betweenJ tle region-, where the field

becomes more taillike from where it becomes more dipolar and the western boundary of

the region of intense magnetic disturbance.

D. Thieory of Pi2 Pulsations

.Main references: Southwood and Hughe-. 1985: Edwin et al.. 1986}

A full theoretical understanling of Pi2 pulsations as yet eludes us. but during the

cour-e of this contract we have published two papers on the theory of Pi2 pulsations one

conce.rning the %patial structure in the observed signals (Southwood and Hughes. 1985).

the ()thi,,r addressing the question of the characteristic frequency of the signal (Edwin et

al.. 1986).

In the earlier paper we showed that refections of Alfven waves off the auroral ionosphere

which has strong conductivity gradients at the edges of the precipitation regions, will give

r tc 10 Circular]y polarized w'aves. Superposit ion of two such waves of differing aniplitudh

aln(d traveling in opposite directions but with the saiie east-west wavelength gives rise

to the observed polarization pattern. Such a superposition would occur if a wave were

partially rcflected off some boundary, perhaps the western edge of the auroral surge.

In th e second paper we showed how (ispe'rsion of a hroadhiand MHD signal as It

t)rolnigatcs in a duct formed by a plas-ma itihoiiogeiieity such as the I)la.,ma sheet in the

gotail. I-vc,- ri-e to quaiperiodic wave packets. I sing laraiu('ters characteristic of the

pla,tia -icet . \we showed that the (tuasiperiodic wave packet would have a period and

,lur;,GiTi : -iyilar to Pi2 wav, pack't-.

%-%
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E. hma Cylivroin Waves

,Main reference: Ludlow et il 19871

\\e have also used data from it he AF(;L .Magn.tomlter Network to ,tudy ion cyclotron

%%\av, generated in the earth'- inner imiagn"..jilh, re Tlie..c \%av', are recorded on the

grc'iil a PcI plsjation-. ' . %%irth 1-rio,,- of aruumil I H/ ,n'l .o ar ),.,I ,en Ii the

data fromt the search coil magnetonet ,rs ()ur effort, Ia'e ),I int concentrated around one(

lmg-li'ed and highly structured event which occurud a few day. after t he main phase of

a geomagnetic storm. Waves of this type are often genvrated as the cold plasma ii the

refilling plasmasphere interacts with the hot ions that were injected into the iner ring

cuirreni during a ma go,.ic -Torz ,o precipiTating the ions. We believe this inechan, til
,,t'era? ,1 he-re.

(),r anal %,;is wa, tmain. c,,ncernd %\ ith ry Ing to lue the gro ilnd data To identify the

,,arc, of these w a'v, ald to irII.N-t tga h,% the .ignal %%a, mod ifihd ,i rii- g it- prpagation

from th,- -oirce \\,, Xtnl d (.,th th, i,,,ari/atioti of thit at the \arlous ,tations

ahid how the phase of the -ignal varied lwt\ieen stations as functions of both frequency

and tine W'e showed that wave-, \%-re },e)ing generated on several different flux tubes

-imijhltanously. One source region wa- clearly moving eas.tward, in the opposite .ense to ion

drift More work is nceded before we (ali provide a complete pictmire of this phenomenon.

and litot important wvill be the corrlation of pacecraft and ground data.

F. Coordinnated Data Analysis Workshois

We took part in two (oordimated Data Analysis W\orkshop. run by the National Space

Science Data Center. (DAW 6 and (DAW 8. Both of these workshops had as their fo-

cus energy transfer in the solar wind/magnetosphere/ionosphere .ytem and as a result.

magnetospheric su-,stornis were a major part of the .titly. We helped supply AF(;L Mag-

netoneter Network data to both work,,hops. and in thi, data played an important role in

both timing and locating the various substorm onset,. Both workshops provided an op-

portunity to obtain global observations of the sub-torm process. The data bases contained
data from over a dozen spacecraft spread oil variou, orbits throughout the earth's plasma

,,ivironni nt a- well a- from o/o,,- o .'r,,m:l ha,-,,i o,,irva',r-. (ur re- arch effort a-

part, of ('DAW 6 ,a- d-cribed in etion ( Arlak -i- of th, ( DAW\ x data base i- still

,ug,,0n0.Ig Thi- %,ork-hoi , i- partci' irl1 , xc! Tigi, a, th,, data ha,, co tain, both 1'EE 3



observations from the deep geotail alnd auroral images fromi, DE 1. We are currently corre-

lating the midlatitude substorm onset signatures from the AFGL Magnetometer Network

with the DE 1 auroral images. Initial re-iults corroborate our work with the DMSP images

also described in Section C.

(". Data Masiagexnenit mad Analysis

An important part of our overall effort has been the development of data management

and analysis software, not only for our own purposes although this project benefits greatly

from such software as the project is data analysis intensive, but also as a general purpose

tool that can be used by others. Our efforts can be divided into three interacting parts.

a flexible data storage format that allows for easy access and retrieval, good data display

program- that allow data to be displayed in a number of complementary ways. and a

comprehenisive suite of analysis programs that allow data, particularly time series data. to

lie analyed in a number of ways.

At the start of this contract we were using a data storage format based on the block

data set concept. This concept was developed in the early 1970's. and for its time was

revolutionary, but by 1984 other methods which were more flexible and which made use of

advances in computer technology, notably the advances in ma.s online -torage which allows

large. random access files, had been developed. We chose to make use of the flatfile scheme

and converted all our data processing to work using this more flexible format. Currently

we have working flatfile data analysis and display programs running on both the Cyber

and Vax syst ems at AFGL.

We have spent a considerable amount of effort on data display. for the success of any

scientific effort depends to a large part on the ease with which data can be manipulated

and displayed and on how well the display portrays the scientifically important content of

the data. For wave and other time series data displaying parameters in frequency/time

ae (dynamic spectra) is a particularly powerful tool. so we have developed software to
do this. We can dis)lay all the usual spectral and polarization parameters such as power.

ellipticity and coherence in this way. We can also display one parameter using another as

a tirn on/off key: this is particularly useful, for exaiple, for displaying the ellipiticity of

a ,igna, onily %len t he degree of polariiatioil is abov ,oie Ihreshold value. In addition

to li-c frequelcy/t inle display., we hav' developed a f"'1 set of line plot programs for

lotting t ie series and pewctra making u-e of the gra .. package- available at AFGL.

* ' 8



We have also developed our 1,- kage of analysi, routines \\t hdv itcorpora, d all of

our standard data manipulation ,id analy-is procedures Idata ,h",inking routine,. ltle-

series filtering. FFT %pectral anti, ross spectral analysis. etc ) into the flatfile data manage-

lzeiat and analysis package we hae developed. Ve also develolu'd jti'v imatl% -i, procedtires

as the need arose in our scientific effort The new lirc, 'Idures that %e,. have d.vloped that

will l, of n ost general ise are tho.c that prodluce c ro-- I'ciral ,:,r;tiia't cr- a- flnction-

of both freqyuncy and tillie.

In %uminary the fiatfile anah %I, package we have developed i- a pom urful data analysis

and display tool that can be used (,n any data that can he formatted into fiatfiles. and we

hope it will be widely used in the future.
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zone (center of diagram) and at geosynchronous orbit (top of diagram). The origin of
the local time axis is at the center of the midlatitude patterns. The western edge of the
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